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Abstract

This paper summarizes the 2nd NTIRE challenge on
stereo image super-resolution (SR) with a focus on new
solutions and results. The task of the challenge is to
super-resolve a low-resolution stereo image pair to a high-
resolution one with a magnification factor of ×4. Com-
pared with single image SR, the major challenge of this
challenge lies in how to exploit additional information in
another viewpoint and how to maintain stereo consistency
in the results. This challenge has 3 tracks, including one
track on distortion (e.g., PSNR) and bicubic degradation,
one track on perceptual quality (e.g., LPIPS) and bicubic
degradation, as well as another track on real degradations.
In total, 175, 93, and 103 participants were successfully
registered for each track, respectively. In the test phase, 21,
17, and 12 teams successfully submitted results with PSNR
(RGB) scores better than the baseline. This challenge es-
tablishes a new benchmark for stereo image SR.

1. Introduction

In recent years, dual cameras have been widely applied
in AR/VR, mobile phones, autonomous vehicles and robots
to record and perceive the 3D environment. In these appli-
cations, increasing the resolution of stereo images is highly
demanded to achieve higher perceptual quality and finer-
grained parsing of the real world. To this end, stereo image
super-resolution (SR) has been introduced to reconstruct a
high-resolution (HR) stereo image pair with finer details
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from a low-resolution (LR) one.
Compared with a single image, stereo images can pro-

vide additional cues from a second viewpoint to better re-
cover image details. However, since an object is projected
onto different locations in left and right views, how to make
full use of these cross-view information still remains chal-
lenging. On the one hand, stereo correspondence for ob-
jects at different depths can vary significantly. On the other
hand, the occlusion between left and right views hinders
correspondences to be incorporated.

To develop and benchmark stereo SR methods, stereo
image SR challenge was hosted in the NTIRE 2022 work-
shop [1]. This challenge, employed the Flick1024 dataset
[2] and widely-applied bicubic degradation to synthesize
LR stereo images. Besides, the objective is to minimize
the distortion between super-resolved stereo images and the
groundtruth. However, degradations in real-world scenarios
are more complicated than the bicubic one. In addition, the
perceptual quality and the stereo consistency are also criti-
cal to the visual effects of stereo images.

Succeeding the previous year, NTIRE 2023 Stereo Im-
age SR Challenge presents three competition tracks. Track
1 is inherited from the NTIRE 2022 challenge, focusing
on bicubic degradation and restoration accuracy in terms of
PSNR. Track 2 also adopts bicubic degradation to synthe-
size LR images but focus on restoration accuracy in terms
of LPIPS. In track 3, complicated degradations including
blur, noise, downsampling, and compression are used for
LR image synthesis, with PSNR being employed to mea-
sure restoration accuracy.

2. Related Work
In this section, several major works on single image and

stereo image SR are briefly reviewed.

2.1. Single Image SR

Single image SR is a challenging task and has received
extensive attention. In the past 10 years, deep learning
based single image SR methods have emerged and contin-
uously refreshed the best results. Dong et al. [3] proposed
the first CNN-based SR model (i.e., SRCNN) to learn the
mapping between LR and HR images, making the model
can directly reconstruct HR images from LR inputs. Kim et
al. [4] proposed a deeper network (i.e., VDSR) to improve
SR performance by using 20 layers and residual learning
strategy. After that, CNN-based SR models are blooming
and achieve promising results. For instance, Lim et al. [5]
proposed an enhanced deep SR model (i.e., EDSR) by us-
ing both local and residual connections. Zhang et al. [6]
proposed a residual dense network (i.e., RDN) to fully use
hierarchical features by combining residual connection [7]
with dense connection [8]. Subsequently, Zhang et al. [9]
further proposed a residual channel attention network (i.e.,

RCAN) with channel attention mechanism. Li et al. [10]
suggested to use image features at different scales for sin-
gle image SR, and proposed a multi-scale residual network
(i.e., MSRN). Dai et al. [11] proposed a second-order atten-
tion network (i.e., SAN) for more powerful feature correla-
tion learning, which achieves superior performance.

Recently, Transformer has been widely used in com-
puter vision and further promote the development of sin-
gle image SR. Liang et al. [12] designed a SwinIR model
for image restoration by applying Swin Transformer [13],
which achieves state-of-the-art performance. Lu et al. [14]
proposed an effective super-resolution Transformer (i.e.,
ESRT) for single image SR, which introduced a lightweight
Transformer and feature separation strategy to reduce GPU
memory consumption. After that, Transformer developed
rapidly in image restoration, with a series of models being
proposed. For example, Wang et al. [15] proposed a gen-
eral Ushaped Transformer (i.e., Uformer) for various image
restoration tasks. Zamir et al. [16] proposed an encoder-
decoder Transformer (i.e., Restormer) for image restoration
with multi-scale local-global representation learning. These
models not only produce promising results on single image
SR, but also perform well on other image restoration tasks.
More detailed and advanced methods can refer to recent sur-
veys [17–19].

2.2. Stereo Image SR

Motivated by the remarkable progress of deep learn-
ing techniques in single image SR, several learning-based
stereo image SR methods have been developed. Jeon et
al. [20] proposed a pioneering network (namely, StereoSR)
to incorporate cross-view information by concatenating the
left image and a stack of right images with different pre-
defined shifts. Wang et al. [21, 22] introduced a parallax
attention module (PAM) to model stereo correspondence
with a global receptive field along the epipolar line. Song
et al. [23] further developed a SPAMnet by combining self-
attention with parallax attention. Yan et al. [24] proposed
a domain adaptive stereo SR network (DASSR) to incorpo-
rate cross-view information through explicit disparity esti-
mation using a pre-trained stereo matching network.

More recently, Wang et al. [25] developed an improved
version of PASSRnet (i.e., iPASSR) to handle a series of
practical issues (e.g., illuminance variation and occlusions)
in stereo image SR. Dai et al. [26] proposed a feedback net-
work to alternately solve disparity estimation and stereo im-
age SR in a recurrent manner. Ma et al. [27] introduced
a GAN-based perception-oriented stereo image SR method
that can generate visually pleasing and stereo consistent SR
results. Guo et al. [28] proposed a new Transformer-based
parallax fusion model called Parallax Fusion Transformer.

In the NTIRE 2022 Stereo Image SR Challenge, the
champion team developed NAFSSR network [29] by us-



ing nonlinear activation-free network (NAFNet) for feature
extraction and PAM for cross-view information interaction.
The runner-up team proposed a SwiniPASSR network by
combining the Swin Transformer with PAM. The second
runner-up team also adopted a Transformer-based network
termed SSRFormer with a Siamese structure.

3. NTIRE 2023 Challenge
The objectives of the NTIRE 2023 challenge on

example-based stereo image SR are: (i) to gauge and push
the state-of-the-art in SR; and (ii) to compare different so-
lutions.

3.1. Dataset

Training Set. The training set of the Flickr1024 dataset [2]
(with 800 images) is used as the training set of this chal-
lenge. Both original HR images and their LR versions will
be released. The participants can use these HR images as
ground-truth to train their models.
Validation Set. The validation set of the Flickr1024 dataset
(with 112 images) is used as the validation set of this chal-
lenge. Similar to the training set, both HR and LR images in
the validation set are provided. The participants can down-
load the validation set to evaluate the performance of their
developed models by comparing their super-resolved im-
ages with the HR ground-truth images. Note that the val-
idation set should be used for validation purposes only but
cannot be used as additional training data.
Test Set. To rank the submitted models, a test set consisting
of 100 stereo images is provided. Unlike the training and
validation sets, only LR images will be released for the test
set. The participants must apply their models to the released
LR stereo images and submit their super-resolved images to
the server. It should be noted that the images in the test set
(even the LR versions) cannot be used for training.

3.2. Tracks

• Track 1: Fidelity & Bicubic Degradation
Degradation Model. In this track, bicubic degradation
(Matlab imresize function in bicubic mode) is used to gen-
erate LR images:

ILR = IHR ↓s, (1)

where ILR and IHR are LR and HR images, ↓s represents
bicubic downsampling with scale factor s.
Evaluation Metrics. Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR)
and structural similarity (SSIM) are used as metrics for per-
formance evaluation. The average results of left and right
views over all of the test scenes are reported. Note that only
PSNR (RGB) is used for ranking.

• Track 2: Perceptual & Bicubic Degradation

Degradation Model. In this track, bicubic degradation
(Matlab imresize function in bicubic mode) is used to gen-
erate LR images:

ILR = IHR ↓s, (2)

where ILR and IHR are LR and HR images, ↓s represents
bicubic downsampling with scale factor s.
Evaluation Metrics. High-quality stereo image SR results
should recover rich and clear details with high stereo con-
sistency. Given a pair of stereo SR results (ISRleft and ISRright),
LPIPS [30] is used as the metric to evaluate the perceptual
quality of separate images. To further evaluate the stereo
consistency between an SR image pair, this challeng first
use a state-of-the-art stereo matching method [31] to ob-
tain a disparity map DHR from an HR image pair as the
groundtruth. Then, a disparity map DSR is estimated from
the SR image pair. Mean absolute error (MAE) between
DSR and DHR is adopted as the metric to measure the
stereo consistency. The final score is calculated as:

score =1− 0.5× L
(
ISRleft, I

HR
left

)
− 0.5× L

(
ISRright, I

HR
right

)
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)
represents the LPIPS score of ISRleft,

S
(
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)
calculates normalized MAE between dis-

parity maps DSR and DHR.
• Track 3: Fidelity & Realistic Degradation
Degradation Model. In this track, a realistic degradation
model consisting of blur, downsampling, noise, and com-
pression is adopted to synthesize LR images:

ILR = C
((
IHR ⊗ k

)
↓s +n

)
, (4)

where k is the blur kernel, n is additive Gaussian noise, and
C represents JPEG compression.
Evaluation Metrics. PSNR and SSIM are used as metrics
for performance evaluation. The average results of left and
right views over all of the test scenes are reported. Note that
only PSNR (RGB) is used for ranking.

3.3. Challenge Phases

Development Phase. The participants were provided with
pairs of LR and HR training images and LR validation im-
ages of the Flickr1024 dataset. The participants had the op-
portunity to test their solutions on the LR validation images
and to receive immediate feedback by uploading their re-
sults to the server. A validation leaderboard is available on-
line.
Testing Phase. The participants were provided with the LR
test images and were asked to submit their super-resolved
images, codes, and a fact sheet for their methods before the
challenge deadline. After the end of the challenge, the final
results were released to the participants.



Table 1. NTIRE 2023 Stereo Image SR Challenge (Track 1) results, rankings, and details from the fact sheets. Note that, PSNR (RGB) is
used for the ranking. “Transf” denotes Transformer and “PAM” denotes parallax attention mechanism.

Rank Team Authors PSNR (RGB) PSNR (Y) SSIM (RGB) SSIM (Y) Architec Disparity Ensemble
1 BSR M. Cheng, H. Ma, Q. Ma, X. Sun, S. Zhao, X. Sheng 23.8961 25.3143 0.7396 0.7479 Transf PAM Data & Model
2 TeamNoSleep Y. Ding, M. Sun, X. Wen 23.8911 25.3097 0.7358 0.7440 CNN PAM Data & Model
3 SRC-B D. Zhang, J. Li, F. Wang, Z. Xie 23.8830 25.2992 0.7400 0.7479 Transf PAM Data & Model
4 webbzhou Y. Zhou, W. Deng, R. Nie, J. Pu, J. Zhang, Q. Gao 23.8220 25.2402 0.7359 0.7437 CNN PAM Data & Model
5 BUPT-PRIV P. Cao, T. Huang, L. Yang, Q. Song 23.8041 25.2195 0.7356 0.7431 Trans PAM Data & Model
6 GDUT 506 J. Chen, H. Li, Y. Shi, Z. Yang 23.7719 25.1913 0.7319 0.7397 Transf PAM Data
7 STSR Sharpeners J. Song, C. Sun, A. Sowmya 23.7560 25.1743 0.7299 0.7383 CNN PAM Data
8 Giantpandacv W. Zou, Y. Zhang, M. Jiang, Z. Yu, M. Tan, H. Gao 23.7424 25.1612 0.7290 0.7369 CNN PAM Data & Model
9 LVGroup HFUT Z. Zhang, H. Zheng, S. Zhao, Y. Gao, Y. Wei, B. Wang 23.7252 25.1445 0.7309 0.7391 CNN PAM Data
10 MakeStereoGreatAgain G. Li, A. Li, L. Sun, W. Li, Z. Yang 23.7181 25.1370 0.7307 0.7390 CNN PAM Data
11 McSR K. Chen, C. Tang, Y. Li, J. Chen 23.7121 25.1293 0.7306 0.7392 Transf PAM Data
12 NUSSZ-STEREO Y. Wang, G. Zhu, X. Yang, S. Liu, Y. Jing 23.7044 25.1269 0.7284 0.7367 CNN PAM Data
13 LongClaw S. Mistry, S. Chatterjee, V. Jakhetiya, B. Subudhi, S. Jaiswal 23.6800 25.1019 0.7268 0.7354 CNN PAM Data
14 SYSU FVL Z. He, Z. Qiu, Z. Pan, Z. Zhan, X. Xian, Z. Jin 23.6781 25.0988 0.7307 0.7400 Transf PAM Data
15 XY X. Hu 23.6741 25.0944 0.7265 0.7347 CNN PAM Data
16 jingxiangchen1 J. Chen, B. Yang, X. Zhang, C. Li 23.6556 25.0620 0.7261 0.7345 CNN PAM Data
17 GarasSjtu G. Gendy, N. Sabor, J. Hou, G. He 23.4644 24.8873 0.7179 0.7267 CNN PAM Data
18 JNU 620 W. Yuan, Z. Li, R. Deng 23.4246 24.8356 0.7155 0.7236 Transf ✗ Data
19 CV IITRPR N. Mehta, S. Murala, A. Dudhane 23.1710 24.5894 0.7056 0.7164 CNN PAM ✗
20 CHASE Z. Guo, S. Luo 23.1483 24.5657 0.7025 0.7115 CNN PAM ✗
21 candle B. Chen, C. He, M. Chen 22.8335 24.2698 0.6926 0.7041 CNN PAM ✗
- PASSRnet (Baseline) - 22.7965 24.2016 0.6801 0.6911 ✗ PAM ✗
- Bicubic (Baseline) - 21.8358 23.3865 0.6287 0.6443 - - -

Table 2. NTIRE 2023 Stereo Image SR Challenge (Track 2) results, rankings, and details from the fact sheets. Note that, score calculated
using Eq. 3 is used for the ranking. “Transf” denotes Transformer, “Diffu” denotes Diffusion model, and “PAM” denotes parallax attention
mechanism.

Rank Team Authors Score (↑) LPIPS (↓) Dispary Error (↓) Architec Disparity Ensemble
1 SRC-B D. Zhang, J. Li, F. Wang, Z. Xie 0.8622 0.1386 0.0098 Transf PAM Data & Model
2 SYSU FVL Z. He, Z. Qiu, Z. Pan, Z. Zhan, X. Xian, Z. Jin 0.8538 0.1451 0.0107 CNN PAM ✗
3 webbzhou Y. Zhou, W. Deng, R. Nie, J. Pu, J. Zhang, Q. Gao 0.8496 0.1493 0.0106 CNN PAM ✗
4 SSSL S. H. Park 0.8471 0.1519 0.0099 CNN ✗ ✗
5 Giantpandacv W. Zou, Y. Zhang, M. Jiang, Z. Yu, M. Tan, H. Gao 0.8351 0.1637 0.0121 CNN PAM Data
6 DiffX Y. Wang. L. Li 0.8303 0.1686 0.0110 Diffu PAM ✗
7 LongClaw S. Mistry, S. Chatterjee, V. Jakhetiya, B. Subudhi, S. Jaiswal 0.7994 0.1992 0.0143 CNN PAM ✗
8 BUPT-PRIV P. Cao, T. Huang, L. Yang, Q. Song 0.7992 0.1994 0.0140 Transf PAM Data & Model
9 McSR K. Chen, C. Tang, Y. Li, J. Chen 0.7960 0.2026 0.0142 Transf PAM Data

10 LVGroup HFUT Z. Zhang, H. Zheng, S. Zhao, Y. Gao, Y. Wei, B. Wang 0.7958 0.2028 0.0141 CNN PAM ✗
11 NUSSZ-STEREO Y. Wang, G. Zhu, X. Yang, S. Liu, Y. Jing 0.7958 0.2028 0.0143 CNN PAM ✗
12 jingxiangchen1 J. Chen, B. Yang, X. Zhang, C. Li 0.7928 0.2057 0.0144 CNN PAM ✗
13 JXNU SR W. Yuan, R. Deng 0.7904 0.2082 0.0139 CNN PAM ✗
14 IR-SDE Z. Luo, F. K. Gustafsson, Z. Zhao, J. Sjolund, T. B. Schon 0.7896 0.2086 0.0185 Diffu PAM ✗
15 JNU 620 W. Yuan, Z. Li, R. Deng 0.7841 0.2144 0.0143 Transf ✗ Data
16 CV IITRPR N. Mehta, S. Murala, A. Dudhane 0.7837 0.2149 0.0142 CNN PAM ✗
17 Chengzhi-Group C. Cao, K. Wang, F. Zhang, Q. Zhang 0.7743 0.2241 0.0157 Transf Disparity ✗

4. Challenge Results

4.1. Track 1: Fidelity & Bicubic Degradation

Among the 175 registered participants, 21 teams suc-
cessfully participated the final phase and submitted their re-
sults, codes, and fact sheets. Table 1 reports the final test re-
sults, rankings of the challenge, and major details from the
fact sheets of 21 teams. These methods are briefly described
in Section 5 and the team members are listed in Section 7.

It can be observed that the top 5 teams successfully out-
perform the winner method in NTIRE 2022 (i.e., NAFSSR
[29] 23.7873), further boosting the performance of stereo
image SR. Moreover, the accuracy of the top 2 methods are
very close with a minor PSNR difference of 0.005. In ad-
dition, although the SRC-B team produces inferior PSNR

results than the top 2 teams, it achieves the highest SSIM
score of 0.7400.

4.2. Track 2: perceptual & Bicubic Degradation

Among the 93 registered participants, 17 teams success-
fully participated the final phase and submitted their results,
codes, and fact sheets. Table 2 reports the final test results,
rankings of the challenge, and major details from the fact
sheets of 17 teams. These methods are briefly described in
Section 5 and the team members are listed in Section 7.

Different from track 1 that focus on minimizing the dis-
tortion between super-resolved results and the groundtruth,
this track aims to reconstruct stereo images with high per-
ceptual quality and stereo consistency. From Table 2 it can
be observed that high LPIPS performance are not always



Table 3. NTIRE 2023 Stereo Image SR Challenge (Track 3) results, rankings, and details from the fact sheets. Note that, PSNR (RGB) is
used for the ranking. “Transf” denotes Transformer and “PAM” denotes parallax attention mechanism.

Rank Team Authors PSNR (RGB) PSNR (Y) SSIM (RGB) SSIM (Y) Architec Disparity Ensemble
1 IPIU K. Zhang, J. Zhang, R. Peng, Y. Ma, L. Jiao 22.3531 24.1146 0.5484 0.6303 CNN & Transf PAM Data & Model
2 Team OV H. Bai, L. Kong, J. Pan, J. Dong, J. Tang 21.9490 23.5708 0.6030 0.6311 CNN PAM Data
3 SRC-B D. Zhang, J. Li, F. Wang, Z. Xie 21.8351 23.4341 0.5980 0.6258 Transf PAM Data & Model
4 Giantpandacv W. Zou, Y. Zhang, M. Jiang, Z. Yu, M. Tan, H. Gao 21.8026 23.4194 0.5916 0.6207 CNN PAM Data & Model
5 webbzhou Y. Zhou, W. Deng, R. Nie, J. Pu, J. Zhang, Q. Gao 21.7676 23.3841 0.5885 0.6207 CNN PAM Data & Model
6 LVGroup HFUT Z. Zhang, H. Zheng, S. Zhao, Y. Gao, Y. Wei, B. Wang 21.7396 23.3545 0.5885 0.6216 CNN PAM Data
7 NTU607-stereo Y. Chiang, Y. Chen, Z. Huang, H. Yang, I. Chen, S. Kuo 21.6973 23.3211 0.5811 0.6153 CNN PAM Data
8 SYSU FVL Z. He, Z. Qiu, Z. Pan, Z. Zhan, X. Xian, Z. Jin 21.5162 23.1408 0.5811 0.6153 Transf ✗ Data
9 zzuli X. Lei, J. Wang, C. Zhai, Y. Zhang, W. Cao, W. Zhang 21.4845 23.1094 0.5732 0.6034 Transf PAM Data
10 JNU 620 W. Yuan, Z. Li, R. Deng 21.4829 23.1094 0.5732 0.6034 Transf ✗ Data
11 MakeStereoGreatAgain G. Li, A. Li, L. Sun, W. Li, Z. Yang 21.1203 22.8100 0.5541 0.5937 CNN PAM Data
12 Chengzhi-Group C. Cao, K. Wang, F. Zhang, Q. Zhang 20.7199 22.5314 0.5752 0.6083 Transf Disparity ✗

consistent with high stereo consistency. For example, the
webbzhou team produces better LPIPS result than the SSSL
team but suffers a slight larger disparity error.

4.3. Track 3: Fidelity & Realistic Degradation

Among the 103 registered participants, 12 teams suc-
cessfully participated the final phase and submitted their re-
sults, codes, and fact sheets. Table 3 reports the final test re-
sults, rankings of the challenge, and major details from the
fact sheets of 12 teams. These methods are briefly described
in Section 5 and the team members are listed in Section 7.

As we can see, all methods suffer a notable performance
drop on realistic degradations as compared to the standard
bicubic one. In addition, although the Team OV team pro-
duces inferior PSNR results than the IPIU team, it achieves
the highest SSIM score of 0.6030.

4.4. Summary

Architectures and main ideas. All the proposed meth-
ods are based on deep learning techniques. Transformers
(particularly SwinIR) and the winner method in the NTIRE
2022 challenge (i.e., NAFSSR) are widely used as the ba-
sic architecture. Motivated by the high-quality of images
synthesized by diffusion models, two solutions in track 2
develop diffusion-based methods, which sheds some lights
on future works. To exploit cross-view information, the idea
of parallax-attention mechanism (PAM) are adopted in most
solutions to capture stereo correspondence.

Data Augmentation. Widely applied data augmenta-
tion approaches such as random flipping and RGB channel
shuffling are used for most solutions. In addition, random
horizontal shifting, Mixup, CutMix, and CutMixup are also
used in several solutions and help to achieve superior per-
formance.

Ensembles and fusion. Ensemble strategy (including
both data ensemble and model ensemble) is adopted in most
solutions to further boost the final SR performance. For
data ensemble, the inputs are flipped and the resultant SR
results are aligned and averaged for enhanced prediction.
For model ensemble, the results produced by multiple mod-

els are averaged for better results. Note that, several works
observe that ensemble strategy may reduce the perceptual
quality of images for track2. As a result, most methods in
track 2 do not employ an ensemble strategy.

Conclusions. By analyzing the settings, the proposed
methods and their results, it can be concluded that: 1) The
proposed methods improve the state-of-the-art performance
in stereo image SR. 2) With recent renaissance of CNNs
(e.g., ConvNeXt and NAFNet), Transformers and CNNs are
comparably popular in this challenge and produce competi-
tive performance. 3) Cross-view information lying at vary-
ing disparities is critical to the stereo image SR task and
helps to achieve higher performance. 4) Tricks including
delicate data augmentation strategies, data and model en-
semble strategies are critical to the final performance.

5. Challenge Methods and Teams
5.1. BSR - Track 1⋆

Despite the success of Transformer-like networks in sin-
gle image SR, directly extending these structures to stereo
image SR task has two limitations. First, current Trans-
formers developed for single image SR cannot make use of
the complementary stereo information, which is critical for
stereo image SR task. Second, Transformers rely heavily
on sufficient data to achieve superior performance against
CNN counterparts. In this challenge, this team proposed
a Hybrid Transformer and CNN Attention Network (HT-
CAN), which employs a Transformer-based network for
single image enhancement and a CNN-based network for
stereo information aggregation, as illustrated in Fig. 1. In
addition, as multi-stage strategies have been demonstrated
to be effective in image restoration tasks, a three-stage train-
ing strategy was adopted.
(1) Stage 1

Network Architecture. In the first stage, HAT-L [32]
was used for single image SR. The GeLU activation in the
model was replaced with SiLU activation and the window
size was enlarged to 24× 24.

Training Settings. The network was first trained with a
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Figure 1. BSR: The network architecture of the proposed HTCAN.

Charbonnier loss and then fine-tuned with an MSE loss us-
ing an Adam optimizer. The batch size was set to 32 and the
patch size was set to 48× 48. The learning rate was initial-
ized with 2× 10−4 and reduced by half at the 300K, 500K,
650K, 700K, and 750K iteration. Training was stopped af-
ter 800k iterations. To enlarge the receptive field of HAT-L,
multi-patch training strategy [33] was adopted.

Data Augmentation. Data augmentation was performed
through RGB channel shuffing, horizontal/vertical flipping,
rotation, and Mixup.

Ensemble Strategy. Three different models were
trained for model ensemble. For each model, data ensem-
ble was employed through random rotation and horizon-
tally/vertically flipping.
(2) Stage 2

Network Architecture. Stage 2 aims to extract and in-
corporate stereo information in a stereo image pair. To this
end, NAFSSR-L [29] (4× SR) was used at this stage. After
stage 1, the output images are super-resolved results with a
scaling factor of 4. Then, these results were pixel unshuf-
fled with a factor of 4 and fed to the model at this stage.
The input channel of the first convolutional layer is also
changed accordingly, resulting in a model termed Unshuf-
fleNAFSSR. In this way, the memory consumption can be
reduced and the receptive field can be enlarged.

Training Settings. The training of UnshuffleNAFSSR
consists two phases. In the first phase, the NAFSSR-L
model is trained on the Flickr1024 dataset using the default

settings. In the second phase, pre-trained model was used
to initialize UnshuffleNAFSSR for training. The network
was first trained with a Charbonnier loss and then fine-tuned
with an MSE loss using an AdamW optimizer. The batch
size was set to 32 and the patch size was set to 30×90. The
learning rate was initialized as 5×10−4 and updated using a
cosine annealing strategy. The minimum learning rate was
set to 1× 10−7.

Data Augmentation. Data augmentation was performed
through RGB channel shuffling and horizontal/vertical flip-
ping.

Ensemble Strategy. Two models were trained for
model ensemble. For each model, data ensemble was em-
ployed through horizontal/vertical flipping and exchange of
left/right views.
(3) Stage 3

After stage 2, the resultant models were further used for
further ensemble. The process in stage 3 is the same as stage
2.

5.2. TeamNoSleep - Track 1⋆

This team proposed to progressively reconstruct HR im-
ages step by step and the overall architecture is shown in
Fig. 2. The proposed network contains two stages. For the
first stage, 4× NAFSSR [29] was employed to train 8 differ-
ent models with different structures, different model sizes,
and different data augmentation strategies. At the second
stage, models obtained at the first stage were merged to re-



Figure 2. TeamNoSleep-1: Overview of the proposed method. The first stage obtains several 4× SR models and the second stage merge
these models to produce the final results.

Figure 3. TeamNoSleep-2: The network architecture of the proposed enhanced NAFSSR.

fine the results. The architecture of this stage was a RCAN
model with a 1× scale factor. In addition, a robust and prac-
tical data augmentation method was adopted to further im-
prove the performance.

Baseline Model and Variants. NAFSSR [29] was used
as the baseline model. To obtain model variants with diverse
structures, Dropout and Dropout2d operations [34] were
employed, as shown in Fig. 3. Moreover, this team designed
an attention feature selective unit based SCAM (ASUS-
CAM) to aggregate features at different levels, which is
used to replace the original SCAM in NAFBlocks except
the first one.

Data Augmentation. Multiple dataset augmentation
strategies were employed, including RGB channel shuf-
fling, horizontal/vertical shifting, left-right view exchange,
and image rescaling. Specifically, they downscaled HR im-
ages in the training set with different scale factors (0.9×,
0.95×, and 0.85×) and then downsampled them to obtain
LR images for training.

Model Ensemble. Two kinds of model ensemble meth-
ods were used to aggregate SR results produced by different
models. Specifically, a three-layer CNN was developed to
take these SR results as input for spatial aggregation. Then,
another three-layer CNN with a softmax layer was intro-
duced to achieve aggregation along the channel dimension.

Training Settings. The Adam optimizer and an MSE
loss were employed for optimization. Patches of size 30 ×
90 were used for the training of stage 1 while 128 × 128
patches were used to train the second-stage models.

5.3. SRC-B - Track 1⋆, 2⋆, 3⋆

Inspired by SwinFIR [35], HAT [36], and NAFSSR [29],
this team proposed a SwinFIRSSR by using Swin Trans-
former [13] and fast Fourier convolution [37], as shown in
Fig. 4. HAT uses the Residual Hybrid Attention Group
(RHAG) to activate more pixel in image SR Transformer
to improve the performance. To improve the representa-
tion ability of model, this team replaced the 3 × 3 con-



Figure 4. SRC-B: The network architecture of the proposed SwinFIRSSR.

volution in RHAG with a fast Fourier convolution and a
residual module to fuse global and local features, namely
Spatial-frequency Block (SFB). They also followed NAF-
SSR to aggregate features from left and right views using
stereo cross-attention modules (SCAM).

During training, they cropped HR images into sub-
images (384× 384) and used the Adam [38] optimizer with
default parameters to train the model with the Charbonnier
L1 loss [39] for 800000 iterations. The initial learning rate
was 2 × 10−4 and updated using the MultiStepLR sched-
uler at iteration [600000, 650000, 700000, 750000]. The
batch size was 4 and patch size was 64. Horizontal/vertical
flipping, rotation, RGB channel shuffling, and Mixup [40]
were used for data augmentation. Inspired by [41], data en-
semble and model ensemble were both used to produce the
final SR results.

5.4. SYSU FVL - Track 1, 2⋆, 3

This team participated in three tracks and proposed three
networks, respectively.

Track 1: Similar to most of the methods in NTIRE 2022
Stereo Image SR Challenge, they combined the BiPAM
block with SwinIR. Particularly, they applied the BiPAM
block after the RSTB in the second half, as shown in Fig. 5.
For training, they followed the three-stage training strategy

Figure 5. SYSU FVL - Track 1: The network architectural of the
proposed SwinIR-BiPAM.

as the runner-up method (SwiniPASSR) in the NTIRE 2022
challenge.

Track 2: The champion method (NAFSSR) in the
NTIRE 2022 challenge was employed as the baseline and
a LPIPS-based perceptual loss was used for training. The
structure of NAFSSR is shown in the Fig. 6. To improve
stereo consistency, they performed supervised learning on
each SCAM. In addition, they followed PASSRnet to cal-



Figure 6. SYSU FVL - Track 2: The network architectural of the
proposed SC-NAFSSR.

Figure 7. SYSU FVL - Track 3: The network architectural of the
proposed HAT.

culate cycle-attention maps and valid masks of SCAM, and
then calculated photometric loss, smoothness loss, and cy-
cle loss. During training, they first used an MSE loss for op-
timization, and then added a stereo consistency loss for fine-
tuning. During fine-tuning, the weights of the MSE loss, the
perceptual loss, and the stereo consistency loss were set to
1, 1, and 0.01, respectively. It is worth noting that they did
not use self-ensemble method as they found that this would
destroy the stereo consistency of SR results.

Track 3: They proposed a hybrid attention Transformer,
namely HAT (Fig. 7). The proposed HAT combines chan-
nel attention and self attention to leverage the former’s abil-
ity to utilize global information and the latter’s powerful
presentation capabilities. Furthermore, to better aggregate
cross-window information, an overlapping cross-attention
module was introduced.

5.5. webbzhou - Track 1, 2⋆, 3

Self-similarity is critical in exploring non-local textures
in single image SR. In the area of stereo SR, cross-view
self-similarity is also valuable in restoring textures, in ad-
dition to intra-view self-similarity. With this in mind, this
team proposed SCGLANet, which is composed of several
NAFTBlocks and SCGLAM, as show in Fig. 8. More-
over, this team proposed an efficient and sparse attention
module named Stereo Cross Global Learnable Attention
Module (SCGLAM) to exploit both cross-view and intra-
view information. The proposed SCGLAM module can ef-

fectively capture intra-view and cross-view similarity with
small computational complexity. Moreover, the proposed
method hashes features into different buckets and calculates
similarities only between buckets, resulting in significant
decreases in computational cost. Additionally, they modi-
fied the Stereo Cross Attention Module (SCAM) in NAF-
SSR to a sparse epipolar attention module.

Training Settings. To improve the I/O speed, this team
divided the original HR and LR images into patches with
a stride of 80. Following NAFSSR, data augmentation was
implemented by randomly flipping these patches horizon-
tally and vertically. In addition, they also used random RGB
channel shuffling for augmentation. This team has partici-
pated in three tracks, the training details for each track are
as follows:

• Track 1: They trained the models for 400k iterations
on eight NVIDIA A40 GPUs with a batch size of 24.
These models were optimized by the Adam method
with β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.9 and the weight decay was
set to 0. The initial learning rate was set to 5 × 10−4,
and true cosine annealing scheduler was chosen as the
learning scheme. An L1 loss was first used to train
the model, and then an MSE loss was adopted for fine-
tuning.

• Track 2: They trained the models for 400k iterations
on eight NVIDIA A40 GPUs with a batch size of 24.
The models were optimized by the Adam method with
β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.9 and the weight decay was
set to 0. The initial learning rate of the generator and
discriminator was set to 1× 10−4, and true cosine an-
nealing scheduler was chosen as the learning scheme.
Models obtained in track 1 were used for initialization.
The overall loss function contains an L1 loss, a GAN
loss, and a LPIPS loss.

• Track 3: They trained the models for 400k iterations
on eight NVIDIA A40 GPUs with a batch size of 24.
The models were optimized by the Adam method with
β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.9 and the weight decay was set
to 0. The initial learning rate was set to 2 × 10−4,
and true cosine annealing scheduler was chosen as the
learning scheme. Models obtained in track 1 were used
for initialization, and an MSE loss was used to train the
models.

For track 1 and track 3, model ensemble and data ensem-
ble strategies were applied to produce the final results.

5.6. IPIU - Track 3⋆

This team combined NAFSSR [42] with LTE [43] and
proposed LTFSSR, as shown in Fig. 9. First, data augmen-
tation was performed on the training set. Subsequently, the



Figure 8. webbzhou: The network architecture of the proposed SCGLANet.

Figure 9. IPIU: The network architecture of the proposed LTFSSR.

augmented data were used to train multiple models. The
outputs of each model were fused to obtain the final results.

During the training phase, six data augmentation meth-

ods were utilized, including CutBlur, Blend, RGB channel
shuffling, Mixup, CutMix, and CutMixup. this team chose
a total of 5 models, including SSRED-FNet [26] and NAF-



Figure 10. Team OV: The network architectural of the proposed RIR-NAFNet.

SSR [29], LIIF [43], SwinIR-LTE [44], and RDN-LTE [44].
To fuse the output results of these 5 models, this team first
averaged the results produced by these model, and then cal-
culated the MSE between each image and the averaged one.
Larger weights will be assigned to the model with smaller
MSE values during fusion. The proposed fusion strategy
can avoid the final result being skewed by outliers. The
training of the models was conducted on 8 Nvidia V100
GPUs using the Adam optimization method and multi-step
learning rate decay method.

5.7. Team OV - Track 3⋆

This team developed a residual-in-residual structured
non-linear activation-free network (RIR-NAFNet) to solve
the stereo image SR problem. RIR-NAFNet uses the non-
linear activation-free block (NAF Block [42]) as the ba-
sic block, and adopts the stereo cross-attention module
(SCAM [29]) for cross-view features fusion. However, even
with a large number of training iterations, simply stack-
ing NAF Blocks and SCAMs to build a deeper network is
difficult to achieve significant performance improvements.
To address this issue, they adopted the residual-in-residual
structure [9] to form an ultra-deep network.

As shown in Fig. 10, RIR-NAFNet first uses a convolu-
tional layer to extract features from the input stereo images,
then adopts 12 NAF Groups to enhance cross-view features,
and finally enlarges the resolution to obtain the SR results
with a long skip connection. Each NAF Group contains a
NAFBlock, 7 “NAFBlock-SCAM-NAFBlock” units, and a
convolutional layer. On top of this structure, they formed an
ultra-deep network with a depth of more than 720 convolu-
tional layers and a width of 96 feature channels.
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Figure 11. BUPT-PRIV: The network architecture of the proposed
SwinIR-SCAM.

5.8. BUPT-PRIV - Track 1, 2

This team developed a SwinIR-SCAM network by in-
troducing a stereo cross-attention module (SCAM) to a
SwinIR network. As illustrated in Fig. 11, on top of the ba-
sic SwinIR model, SCAMs were inserted after every two or
three residual Swin Transformer blocks (RSTBs). A three-
stage training strategy was adopted. For stage 1, a vanilla
SwinIR model was trained for 200k iterations with patch
size of 32 × 32 using an L1 loss. In stage 2, SCAMs were
inserted into SwinIR and the resultant model was fine-tuned
for another 150k iterations using the same settings. In the
final stage, the patch size was enlarged to 32×96 and an L2
loss was used for training. During training, random flipping
and random RGB shuffling were used for data augmenta-
tion. Data ensemble and model ensemble were adopted to
produce the final results.
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5.9. candle - Track 1

This team proposed a stereo image SR network with
multiple feature extraction blocks termed ME-super. As
shown in Fig. 12, input LR stereo images are first fed to
cascaded feature extraction blocks. Then, a jointly texture
enhanced parallax attention module is adopted to aggregate
features from both left and right views. Finally, SR results
are reconstructed.

5.10. CHASE - Track 1

Inspired by NAFSSR [29] and iPASSR [25], this
team proposed a nonlinear parallax stereo super-resolution
(NPSSR) network. Specifically, as illustrated in Fig. 13,
input LR images are first fed to cascaded NAFBlocks and
SCAMs to extract and aggregate features from left and right

Figure 13. CHASE: The network architecture of the proposed
NPSSR network.
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Figure 14. Chengzhi-Group: The network architecture of the pro-
posed enhanced SwinIR network.

views. Then, the resultant features are used to reconstruct
the final SR results. During the training phase, a two-stage
training strategy was adopted. An L1 loss was used the first
stage and an MSE loss was adopted for the second stage.

5.11. Chengzhi-Group - Track 2, 3

This team introduced an enhanced SwinIR network. As
shown in Fig. 14, the proposed model consists of three mod-
ules, including shallow feature extraction, deep feature ex-
traction, and image reconstruction modules. To capture
stereo correspondences, a RAFT-like [31] structure was em-
ployed for disparity estimation.

5.12. CV IITRPR - Track 1, 2

This team proposed a stereo image SR network with a
two-branch structure. As shown in Fig. 15, the proposed
network consists of three stages, including initial feature
extraction, cross-view feature merging, and reconstruction.
Within the initial feature extraction module, attentive transi-
tion blocks are developed for better exploitation of features
at different channels. After that, a bidirectional parallax at-
tention module [25] is employed to aggregate features from
both views. Finally, intra-view and inter-view features are
collected to produce the super-resolved results.

5.13. DiffX - Track 2

Motivated by success of diffusion model [45] in syn-
thesizing high-quality images, this team introduced a dif-



Figure 15. CV IITRPR: The network architecture of the proposed
network.

fusion model based network termed preconditioned dif-
fusion model with two-way-tied net (PDMTN). Different
from current conventional SR diffusion models that use LR
images as the conditional inputs, the proposed method em-
ploys a SR result predicted by a state-of-the-art SR method
(NAFSSR [29]) to encourage the diffusion model to focus
on restoring finer perceptual details instead of learning SR
from scratch. However, vanilla diffusion model does not
take stereo consistency into consideration and could pro-
duce severe artifacts. To remedy this, the proposed PDMTN
employs a CNN with shared weights to process left and
right views, as illustrated in Fig. 16. During the denoising
stage, the left and right images are predicted in parallel with
two weight-tied UNet branches. Meanwhile, stereo cross-
attention modules (SCAM) were plugged to bridge the two
branches at each downsampling and upsampling layer to in-
corporate stereo information.

5.14. GarasSjtu - Track 1

This team proposed Transformer-style network for
Stereo Image Super-resolution (TSNSSR), as shown in
Fig. 17. The proposed TSNSSR uses two branches with
shared weights to process left and right views, and employs
stereo cross-attention module to incorporate cross-view in-
formation. Motivated by Conv2Former [46] and ConvNeXt
[47], a building block termed Conv2FormerXt was devel-
oped, which includes a Conv2FormerB and a multi-layer
perceptron (MLP). The number of the Conv2FormerXt
block was set to 40 and the number of channels was set
to 64.

During the training phase, several data augmentation
strategies were implemented, including random cropping,
random vertical and horizontal flipping, random horizontal
shifting, and random RGB channel shuffling. The stochas-
tic depth strategy [48] and the skip-init strategy [49] were
utilized to address the over-fitting issue for higher accuracy.
The proposed network was trained using the AdamW opti-
mizer for 1×105 iterations. The learning rate was initialized

as 3× 10−3 and dropped to 1× 10−7 with cosine annealing
strategy. Batch size was set to 8 and patch size was set to
40× 100

During the evaluation phase, data ensemble was per-
formed through flipping horizontally and vertically, shuf-
fling RGB channels, and exchanging left-right views. In ad-
dition, since training was conducted on image patches while
evaluation was implemented on the whole images, local-SE
module [50] was employed to address this inconsistency.

5.15. GDUT 506 - Track 1

This team used NAFSSR [29] as the baseline (Fig. 18)
and incorporated both FFT loss and Charbonnier loss to
boost its performance. This team observed that the FFT
loss is able to improve the performance of tiny model and
ultimately introduce gains on large models. Besides, Char-
bonnier loss helps to achieve more stable convergence than
the MSE loss when training large models.

The training process of the proposed network contains
two stages. In the first stage, the network was trained for
4× SR with a batch size of 4 and a patch size of 30 × 90.
The AdamW optimizer was adopted in this stage, with the
initial learning rate being set to 3 × 10−3 and the iteration
number being set to 100k. In the second stage, the network
was fine-tuned for another 100k iterations, with a batch size
of 4, a patch size of 60×180, and a learning rate of 3×10−4.
The AdamW method was also employed for optimization.
During the training phase, horizontal/vertical flipping and
RGB channel shuffling were used for data augmentation.

During the test phase, models trained with different
hyper-parameters were used for ensembling and data en-
semble was also applied to produce the final results.

5.16. Giantpandacv - Track 1, 2, 3

This team proposed a cross-view hierarchical network
for stereo image super-resolution (CVHSSR), as shown in
Fig. 19. Specifically, CVHSSR consists of cross-hierarchy
information mining blocks (CHIMB) and cross-view inter-
action modules (CVIM). The CHIMBs were designed to ex-
tract similar features both locally and globally from the im-
age, which can effectively restore accurate texture details.
The CVIMs were mainly used to fuse features from differ-
ent viewpoints.

Training Settings. This team has participated in three
tracks, the training details for each track are as follows:

• Track 1: They trained their network using an MSE
loss and optimized using the Lion method with β1 =
0.9, β2 = 0.999, and a batch size of 8. The learning
rate was initially set to 5× 10−4 and decayed with the
cosine strategy. The model was trained for 200000 iter-
ations, and finally fine-tuned using both an MSE and a
frequency Charbonnier loss for 200000 iterations, with
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Figure 17. GarasSjtu: The network architecture of the proposed TSNSSR.

a learning rate of 5 × 10−5. In addition, the stochas-
tic depth strategy was used for network regularization,
with the drop path rate being set 0.3.

• Track 2: The network weights in track 1 were used
as a pre-trained model for track 2. Then, an adver-
sarial loss was adopted for training. The network
was optimized using the Lion method with β1 = 0.9,
β2 = 0.999, and a batch size of 8. The learning rate
was initially set to 1× 10−4 and decayed with the co-
sine strategy. The training was stopped after 150000
iterations. The stochastic depth strategy was used for
network regularization, with the drop path rate being

set 0.3.

• Track 3: The network was trained using an MSE loss
and optimized using the Lion method with β1 = 0.9,
β2 = 0.999, and a batch size of 8. The learning rate
was initially set to 5× 10−4 and decayed with the co-
sine strategy. The model was trained for 200000 itera-
tions, and finally fine-tuned using both an MSE and a
frequency Charbonnier loss for 200000 iterations with
a learning rate of 3 × 10−5. In addition, the stochas-
tic depth strategy was used for network regularization,
with the drop path rate being set to 0.2.
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Figure 18. GDUT 506: The network architecture of the proposed Parallax Res-Transformer Network.
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Figure 1. An overview of our cross-view hierarchical network for stereo image super-resolution (CVHSSR).

of the proposed CVIM as shown in Figure 3. It is based
on Scaled DotProduct Attention, which computes the dot
products of the query with all keys and applies a softmax
function to obtain the weights on the values:

Attention(Q,K,V) = Softmax(
QKT

√
C

)V (3)

where Q ∈ RH×W×C is query matrix projected by source
intra-view feature (left-view), and K,V ∈ RH×W×C are
key, value matrices projected by target intra-view feature
(right-view). Here, H,W,C represents the height, width,
and number of channels of the feature map.

Unlike monocular restoration methods that use features
from a single view to create self-attention maps, our pro-
posed CVIM generates cross-view attention maps by incor-
porating information from both the left and right view im-
ages through a novel cross-view attention mechanism. In
detail, given the input stereo intra-view features F iL, F

i
R ∈

RH×W×C , we can get the cross-view fusion features
FL→R as follows:

QL =WQL

d WQL
p (LN(F iL)), (4)

KR =WKR

d WKR
p (LN(F iR)), (5)

VL =WVL

d WVL
p F iL, (6)

FL→R =WL
p AttentionL→R(QL,KR,VL) (7)

where W (·)
p is the 1× 1 point-wise convolution. W (·)

d is the
3 × 3 depth-wise convolution. It offers feature refinement
from both channel and spatial perspectives.

With an analogous argument, we can obtain the cross-
view fusion features FR→L as follows:

Information Refinement FeedforwardCross-hierarchy Information Extractor
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Figure 2. The architecture of our proposed cross-hierarchy infor-
mation mining block (CHIMB).

QR =WQR

d WQR
p (LN(F iR)), (8)

KL =WKL

d WKL
p (LN(F iL)), (9)

VR =WVR

d WVR
p F iR, (10)

FL→R =WL
p AttentionL→R(QL,KR,VL) (11)

Finally, the interacted cross-view information
FL→R, FR→L and intra-view information F iL, F

i
R are

fused by element-wise addition:

F i+1
L = γLFL→R + F iL, (12)

F i+1
R = γRFR→L + F iR, (13)

where γL and γR are trainable channel-wise scales and ini-
tialized with zeros for stabilizing training.

2.3. Loss Function

Given an input two view LR image IL,RLR , the proposed
model predicts HR image denote IL,RSR . We optimize our

Figure 19. Giantpandacv: The network architecture of the proposed CVHSSR.

For all the tracks, data ensemble strategy was used to
improve PSNR. In tracks 1 and 3, they further used model
ensemble strategy to produce the final results.

5.17. IR-SDE - Track 2

This team leveraged the diffusion models for realistic im-
age restoration. Specifically, IR-SDE [51] was used as the
baseline diffusion framework, which can naturally trans-
form the high-quality image to its degraded counterpart,
without relying on explicit degradation models. As shown
in Fig. 20, IR-SDE is a mean-reverting SDE in which the
forward process is defined as:

dx = θt (µ− x)dt+ σtdw, (5)

where θt and σt are time-dependent positive parameters
that characterize the speed of the mean-reversion and the
stochastic volatility, respectively. Since it is an Ito SDE,

this team further derived a reverse-time SDE:

dx =
[
θt (µ− x)− σ2

t ∇x log pt(x)
]
dt+ σtdŵ. (6)

At test time, the only unknown part is the score
∇x log pt(x) of the marginal distribution at time t. This
team employed a CNN network to estimate this score to
backward from the low-quality image to the high-quality
image. Unlike L1 loss that usually produces smooth/blurry
results, the proposed Reffusion aims to achieve a competi-
tive perceptual performance as well as the distortion scores
(i.e., PSNR). To handle left and right images at the same
time in the SDE, this team simply concatenated these two
images along the channel dimension. However, these two
images were separately processed to generate their fea-
tures in the network, which were then fused with attentions
blocks.

In addition, this team further improved the results by
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Figure 1. (a) Image restoration based on the IR-SDE [4], which uses a mean-reverting stochastic differential equation (SDE) to recover
images. (b) The modified NAFBlock. Here “SCA” is the simple channel attention, and “SimpleGate” is an element-wise operation that
splits feature channels into two parts and then multiplies them as output.
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updating the score-network from U-Net to NAFNet [42].
To adaptively insert the scalar time into the network, this
team constructed a simple MLP to learn two pairs of scale-
shift parameters and apply them to the features with affine
transforms. Such a network leads to better learning of
score function conditioned on current state xt, original low-
quality image xt, and time t. This team also employed
Stereo Cross Attention modules [29] to fuse stereo features.
Since the diffusion model needs the inputs to be the same
size as the outputs, this team first upsampled LR images
(both left and right) with 4× scale factor, and then ran the
Reffusion method on the HR images.

Training Settings. In the training stage, HR images
were cropped to 128×128 while LR images were cropped to
32× 32 but then upscaled to 128× 128 using bicubic inter-
polation. Random rotation was performed to augment the
training data. The proposed Reffusion model was trained
using an L1 loss and optimized using Lion [?] with β1=0.9,
β2=0.99 and a batch size of 4. The learning rate was initially
set to 3× 10−5 and decreased with a Cosine scheduler. The
diffusion step was set to 100. All models were trained on an
A100 GPU for about 3 days.

5.18. jingxiangchen1 - Track 1, 2

This team took NAFSSR as the backbone and made sev-
eral improvements. As shown in Fig. 21, this team added
the Hession filter after the baseline to further extract the
high-frequency information of the image. Then, the ex-
tracted details are expanded and fed to the encoder and de-
coder modules. The extracted high-frequency details and
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1. Team Name
jingxiangchen1

2. Method
Method Name. HNAFSSR
Introduction. Through investigation, it is found that the
high-frequency details are always blurred in the super-
resolution problem based on CNN. Considering this situ-
ation, we take NAFSSR as the baseline and make changes
on this basis. We add the Hession filter after the baseline to
further extract the high-frequency information of the image.
Then, the extracted details are expanded and eroded through
Encoder and Decoder, and the high-frequency details are
further clear. Then, the extracted high-frequency details and
the image are aligned through the alignment module.

2.1. Network structure

We use the NAFSSR network architecture as baseline
and then access the 5-layer Hession filter to extract the
high-frequency details, and then expand the obtained de-
tails through the encoder and corrode the obtained results
through the decoder, and further refine the obtained details.
The obtained high-frequency details are then aligned with
the image features in the alignment module. First, we in-
put the left and right images, then we convolve the obtained
images through NAFBlock to obtain the required features,
and then we fuse the obtained features through SCAM, and
then in the output, after stacking layer by layer, we add 5
layers of Hession filters. The high-frequency details were
extracted from the features after 128 layers of stacking op-
eration, and then the encoder and decoder were connected
to each layer of Hession filter to refine the obtained high-
frequency detail features, and then the DAC feature align-
ment module was used for the picture after decoder. The
features are aligned by the feature extension of the obtained
high-frequency details and the calculation of the original
super-resolution image. The main structure is shown in fig-
ure 1.

2.2. Contributions

I am mainly aiming at the common problems of CNN.
The images after CNN convolution are mainly prone to

Figure 1. HNAFSSR

the extraction of low-frequency information, resulting in
blurred images after super-resolution. Starting from this
common problem, I hope to enhance the high-frequency de-
tails of super-resolution images to make the images clearer.
In this work, I mainly started from NAFSSR as the base-
line, and found that the images after super-resolution would
have the blurring of high-frequency details, so I hoped to
reduce this blurring situation, so I connected the Hession
filter, which can extract high-frequency details, and then
added the high-frequency details. It is hoped that the clarity
of the image can be improved and the blur can be reduced.
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JingxiangChen(email:jingxiangchen09@gmail.com),
BoYang(email:1178729321@qq.com), XiSh-
erylZhang(email:sheryl.zhangxi@gmail.com),
ChenghuaLi(lichenghua2014@ia,ac,cn).
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5. Result Link

Link:https://pan.baidu.com/s/1WWIX8GDG5WHRVPCuNw9Pag
Password:juih
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Figure 21. IR-SDE: The network architecture of the proposed
HNAFSSR.
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Figure 22. JNU 620: The network architecture of method pro-
posed by JNU 620.

the image are aligned through an alignment module.

5.19. JNU 620 - Track 1, 2, 3

This team considered the stereo image SR task as an sin-
gle image SR task, and developed their method based on
SwinIR [12], as shown in Fig. 22. For different tracks, they
proposed different losses for network training.



For track 1, they introduced a back-projection (BP) loss
for optimization. The BP loss enforced that the super-
resolved images after downscaling match the LR observa-
tions. Therefore, this team leveraged an HR-to-LR opera-
tion (bicubic downsampling) to ensure that the projection of
the estimated HR image is consistent with the original LR
one. The BP loss is defined as

LBP =
∣∣∣∣∣∣S(ÎHR, s)− ILR

∣∣∣∣∣∣
1
, (7)

where S denotes the bicubic downsampling operation and
s represents the downscale factor (i,e., 4). Therefore, the
overall loss function at the first stage can be formulated as:

Ltotal = L1 + λLBP , (8)

where λ is set to 1.0 in this method.
For track 2, they introduced an edge loss for optimiza-

tion. To generate realistic textures while reducing artifacts,
a Laplacian edge detector was used to extract texture infor-
mation on the luminance component of the super-resolved
images. By applying the Laplacian operator to the lumi-
nance component of the estimated SR result and the origi-
nal HR image, their edge images can be obtained and com-
pared. Accordingly, the edge loss can be calculated as:

Ledge =
∣∣∣∣∣∣LAP (ÎHR)− LAP (IHR)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
1
, (9)

where ÎHR is the estimated HR image, IHR is the HR im-
age and LAP (·)represents the edge extraction module with
Laplacian operator. Therefore, the overall loss function can
be written as:

Ltotal = L1 + λLedge, (10)

where λ is set to 1.0 in this method.
For Track 3, only an L1 loss was used for training.
During the training phase, HR images were randomly

cropped into 192 × 192 patches while LR images were
cropped accordingly. Random flipping was used for data
augmentation. In the testing phase, a test-time data en-
semble strategy was adopted to improve the performance.
Note that, the window size was set to 12 in this method for
tracks 1 and 3, which is different from the setting (i,e., 8) in
SwinIR.

5.20. JXNU SR - Track 2

This team proposed a Gated Feature Net (GFNet), as
shown in Fig. 23. In their method, PAM was used for cross-
view feature interaction, and gated blocks were employed
for feature learning. To better control the flow of features,
this team improved the subsequent modules by using Gated-
Dconv Forward Network to achieve a balance between ef-
ficiency and performance. The Gated-Dconv Forward Net-
work consists of deep convolution, GELU activation func-
tion, and dot product, which can selectively suppress the
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Figure 23. JXNU SR: The network architecture of the proposed
GFNet.

Figure 24. LongClaw: The network architecture of NAFSSR.

flow of less informative features, allowing for better flow of
more informative features. In the training phase, this team
used the same setting as NAFSSR-S, i.e., setting the num-
ber of channels to 64 and the number of module stacks to
32.

5.21. LongClaw - Track 1, 2

This team used the NAFSSR architecture (Fig. 24) with
a combination of L1 loss, perceptual loss and texture loss.
The perceptual loss was derived from the last layer of a
VGG-16 model, and the texture loss was derived from a
VGG-19 model. The Gram matrix was calculated for those
layers and then used to calculate the MSE loss. The texture
loss helps to capture different textures, while the perceptual
loss helps to capture different structures of the image. This
team used the NAFSSR-L 4× model, which was trained for
240000 iterations with a batch size of 8. The weights as-
signed to the L1 loss, the perceptual loss and the texture
loss were 1, 1× 10−4, and 5, respectively.

5.22. LVGroup HFUT - Track 1, 2, 3

This team used NAFSSR for stereo image SR, as shown
in Fig. 25. Only an L1 loss was used for training in all the
three tracks. This model was optimized using the AdamW
with β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.9. The initial learning rate
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Figure 25. LVGroup HFUT: The network architecture of the
method proposed by the LVGroup HFUT team.
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1. Team Name
DSSR (codalab account name: ajl0613)

2. Method
Deformable Stereo Super-resolution.
Introduction. Although recent years have witnessed
the great advances in stereo image super-resolution
(SR), the beneficial information provided by binocular
systems has not been fully used. Since stereo images
are highly symmetric under epipolar constraint, in this
paper, we improve the performance of stereo image SR
by exploiting aligned symmetric cues in stereo image
pairs. Specifically, we propose a bi-directional align
(BDA) module to effectively interact cross-view infor-
mation. Then, we design a Siamese network equipped
with a BDA to super-resolve both sides of views in
a highly symmetric manner. Next, the super-resolved
images are further feed into a refine module with the
same resolution outputs for post-process stage. Fi-
nally, we propose a adaptive geometric self-ensemble
strategy to further improve the performance.

Figure 1. The overall of our method.

data augmentation. We used 800 images from the
training set of Flickr1024 as the training data. For
images from the training dataset, we perform bicubic
downsampling with a factor of 4 to generate LR im-
ages. During the training phase, the generated LR im-
ages were cropped into patches of size 120 × 120 with

a stride of 40, and their HR counterparts were cropped
accordingly. These patches were randomly flipped hor-
izontally and vertically for data augmentation.
Training details. Our network was implemented in Py-
Torch framework with Nvidia A GPUs. All models
were optimized using the Adam method with �1 = 0.9,
�2 = 0.999 and a batch size of 36. The initial learning
rate was set to 2e−4 and reduced to half after every
30 epochs. The training was stopped after 100 epochs
since more epochs do not provide further consistent
improvement.
Methods. As shown in Fig. 1 Our framewark consists
of 2 stages, coarse stereo super-resolution stage and re-
fine super-resolution stage. In the coarse stereo super-
resolution stage, as shown in Fig. 2 we propose a bi-
directional align (BDA) module and combine the BDA
with the basline model iPASSRnet. As shown in Fig. 3
,the BDA module is a pyramid structure, which is ob-
tained through the convolution layer with step size of
2. Each layer of the pyramid extracts features through
several residual blocks. Pyramid structure is a con-
cise version of encoder decoder network, and encoder
decoder is very effective for image enhancement tasks
(such as denoising). Therefore, it is also reasonable to
use this structure to pre deblurring the input image
frame. It should be noted that the PCD align module
aligns the input image frames at the feature level.

In the refine super-resolution stage, the resulting of
stereo super-resolution stage are feed into a refine mod-
ule to generate the enhanced images with the same res-
olution of inputs. The refine module contains 4 groups
of Residule in Residule Dense Block (RRDB).
Loss. We used L1 loss and PSNR loss. Specifically, in
the early stage of training, we use L1 loss to accelerate
convergence. After the network is stable, we use PSNR
loss to obtain smoother results.

3. Members

Gen Li (email: leegeun@yonsei.ac.kr), Aijin Li
(email: aijinli@stu.xidian.edu.cn), Lei Sun (email:
raylsun@tencent.com). (The first member will be re-
ferred to as the captain of the team.)

1

Figure 26. MakeStereoGreatAgain: The network architecture of
DSSR.

was set to 3 × 10−3, and decreased to 1 × 10−7 with a
cosine annealing strategy. Besides, this model was trained
on 40 × 100 patches with a batch size of 10 for 3 × 105 it-
erations. These patches were randomly flipped horizontally
and vertically for data augmentation. The RGB channels
were also randomly shuffled for color augmentation. The
stochastic depth with 0.3 probability was employed to over-
come the over-fitting issue.

5.23. MakeStereoGreatAgain - Track 1, 3

The overall framework of the proposed method is shown
in Fig. 26. This team developed a bi-directional alignment
(BDA) module to effectively interact cross-view informa-
tion. Then, this team designed a Siamese network equipped
with a BDA to super-resolve both sides of views in a highly
symmetric manner. Next, the super-resolved images were
further fed into a refinement module for post-processing.
Finally, this team adopted a self-ensemble strategy to fur-
ther improve the SR performance.

The proposed network was implemented in PyTorch
framework. All models were optimized using the Adam
method with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999 and a batch size of 36.

Figure 27. McSR: The network architecture of the proposed Swin-
FSR.

The initial learning rate was set to 2× 10−4 and reduced to
half after every 30 epochs. The training was stopped after
100 epochs since more epochs do not provide further con-
sistent improvement.

5.24. McSR - Track 1, 2

This team proposed a SwinFSR based on SwinIR. The
overall framework is shown in Fig. 27. Instead of directly
using residual Swin Transformer blocks (RSTBs) for fea-
ture extraction in SwinIR, they modified them by explicitly
incorporating the frequency domain knowledge and pro-
posed a residual Swin Fourier transformer block (RSFTB).
Specifically, they introduced a Fast Fourier Convolution
Block (FFB) in the RSTBs to extract global features. As
shown in Fig. 27, the FFB consists of two branches, i.e., a
local spatial convolution on the left and a global fast Fourier
convolution spectrum transform on the right [37, 52]. The
outputs from these two branches are then concatenated and
passed to a convolution to generate the final result. In
addition, they further proposed a cross-attention module,
namely RCAM, to exploit cross-view information.

During the training phase, this team used an L1 loss in
track 1 for the convenience. In Track 2, an additional per-
ceptual loss was employed to provide supervision in the fea-
ture space.

Training Settings. During training, several data aug-
mentation strategies were adopted, such as random crop-
ping, flipping, and RGB channel shuffling. To address
the train/test inconsistency issue and the epipolar stereo
disparity in the stereo SR task, the local window in the
Swin Transformer was enlarged to process large rectangular
patches. Model ensemble was conducted by averaging the
results produced by 3 models with the highest PSNR scores
during training. Moreover, data ensemble was also utilized
through horizontal and vertical flipping.



Figure 28. NTU607-stereo: The network architecture of the pro-
posed improved NAFSSR.

5.25. NTU607-stereo - Track 3

This team proposed a method based on the NAF-
SSR [29]. As shown in Fig. 28, NAFSSR-B [29] was used
as the backbone and a three-stage strategy was used for
training. First, the images were cropped to 30× 90 patches
for training. Random flipping (vertically and horizontally),
RGB channel shuflling, Gaussian noise, blending, and Cut-
Blur [40] were used for data augmentation. The Adam op-
timizer [53] with β1 = 0.98, β2 = 0.92, β3 = 0.99, and
weight decay of 0.002 was utilized to train the network for
100000 iterations. Batch size was set to 8. The learning
rate was initialized as 3× 10−3 and updated using a cosine
annealing scheduler. An L2 loss function was used as the
loss function.

Second, the AdamW optimizer [54] with weight decay
being reduced to 0 was utilized to train the resultant model
for another 75000 iterations. Batch size was set to 4. The
learning rate was decreased from 3×10−5 to 5×10−8 using
a cosine annealing scheduler.

Third, the images was cropped to 45×120 patches. Only
random horizontal flipping was used as for data augmenta-
tion. The AdamW optimizer [54] with weight decay being
reduced to 0 was utilized to train the resultant model for an-
other 50000 iterations. Batch size was set to 2. The learning
rate was decreased from 3 × 10−6 to 5 × 10−8 using a co-
sine annealing scheduler. All experiments were conducted
on four Nvidia RTX 3090 GPUs and it took 2 days to train
the model.

During the test phase, data ensemble was used to produce
the SR results and TLC [55] was employed to further boost
the performance.

Figure 29. NUSSZ-STEREO: Overview of the proposed method
during training phase (a) and test phase (b).

5.26. NUSSZ-STEREO - Track 1, 2

Given that the primary challenge of image SR is recov-
ering high-frequency image details, this team proposed a
network that processes high-frequency information sepa-
rately. The overall architecture is shown in Fig. 29. Specifi-
cally, high-frequency information were first extracted from
the input images and fed to NAFSSR-T. Moreover, an ad-
ditional focal frequency loss [56] was used to optimize this
branch. During the test phase, input LR images were passed
NAFSSR-L and NAFSSR-T to produce SR results, respec-
tively. Then, these results were aggregated to obtain the
final result:

Ifinal = α ∗ Ioriginal + β ∗ Ihigh frequency, (11)

where α = 0.99 and β = 0.01, Ioriginal represents im-
ages is from NAFSSR-L and Ihigh frequency is generated
by NAFSSR-T. The overall loss function was defined as:

Lhighf = L1 + λ ∗ Llocal, (12)

where Llocal is detailed in [56] and λ is a weighting hyper-
parameter.

Training Settings. Images were first cropped into
patches of size 30 × 90, and circular filters were applied
to extract high-frequency information. A baseline model
(NAFSSR-L [29]) was trained to super-resolve the images
while another variant (NAFSSR-T) was used to generate
high-frequency details. For NAFSSR-L, the AdamW opti-
mizer and a cosine annealing scheduler were used for train-
ing. For NAFSSR-T, the same optimizer and scheduler
were adopted.



Figure 30. SSSL: The network architecture of the proposed SROOE-ViT.

5.27. SSSL - Track 2

It has been demonstrated that using a single perceptual
loss is insufficient to accurately restore diverse textures in
images, often generating undesirable artifacts or unnatural
results. To remedy this, combinations of perceptual, adver-
sarial, and distortion losses have been studied. However,
it remains challenging to find the optimal combinations.
Hence, this team proposed a framework that applies optimal
objectives for different regions to generate plausible results,
as illustrated in Fig. 30. Specifically, the framework com-
prises a predictive model Cψ and a generative model Gθ,
parameterized by ψ and θ, respectively. Model Cψ infers
an LR-sized optimal objective map T̂B for the input LR in-
put x, and Gθ applies it to produce the corresponding SR
result:

ŷT̂B
= Gθ

(
x|T̂B

)
, (13)

T̂B = Cψ (x) . (14)

The generative model is trained over the proposed objective
trajectory, which allows for synthesizing diverse SR results
corresponding to different loss combinations. The predic-
tive model is trained using pairs of LR images and corre-
sponding optimal objective maps searched from the objec-
tive trajectory.

The network of Gθ consists of an SR branch with 23 ba-
sic blocks and a condition branch, as shown in Fig. 30. The
condition branch takes an LR-sized target objective map
T and produces shared intermediate conditions that can be
transferred to all the SFT layers in the SR branch. The ar-
chitecture of Cψ consists of a feature extractor using VGG-
19 [57] and a predictor using the Vision Transformer archi-
tecture [12].

5.28. STSR Sharpeners - Track 1

This team proposed a hybrid parallax-attention and self-
attention network for stereo SR, namely HPSANet. The
proposed network is an attempt to fuse a Transformer ar-
chitecture with cross-view interactions. Instead of densely
inserting the cross-view interaction blocks in the network
like NAFSSR [29], they used one cross-view interaction
for each residual group. The overall network architecture
is shown in Fig. 31. HPSANet consist of three parts: 1)
shallow feature extraction; 2) deep feature extraction; 3) SR
reconstruction. The shallow feature extraction is a 3 × 3
convolution that increases the number of channels from 3
to 128. The deep feature extraction consists of 6 residual
parallax-attention and self-attention blocks (RPSBs) and a
1× 1 convolution followed by a long-skip connection with
the shallow features. The SR reconstruction is achieved by
a pixel-shuffle layer.

The key component of the proposed HPSANet is the
residual parallax-attention and self-attention block (RPSB).
In RPSB, the features are first fed into one bi-directional
parallax attention module (biPAM) with one preceded mo-
bile convolution module (MBC) and one MBC. The biPAM
in RPSB is a simplified version of PAM in iPASSR [25].
For the MBC, the structure is similar to that of MBC in
NAFSSR [29], but with Leaky ReLU activation and effi-
cient channel attention mechanism being applied. Then,
the features are processed by 5 window-based self-attention
modules (WSAs), where each WSA is followed by an
MBC. The WSA in RPSB is similar to that of WSA in
SwinIR [12], but a simple circular shift mechanism [58] was
adopted for each WSA and the window size was set to 12.

Training Settings. The training process is divided into
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Figure 31. STSR Sharpeners: The network architecture of the proposed HPSANet.

two stages. For the first stage, LR images were cropped into
patches of size 30× 90 with a stride of 20, and HR images
are cropped accordingly. The learning rate was initially set
to 1.5 × 10−3 and decayed to 1 × 10−7 gradually with a
cosine annealing strategy. The number of iterations in this
stage was 105. For the second stage, the size of the LR
patches was increased to 48×120. The learning rate was ini-
tially set as 2×10−4 and decayed to 1×10−7 using a cosine
annealing strategy. The number of iterations in this stage
was 5 × 104. The models were optimized by the AdamW
method with β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.99. Meanwhile, data
augmentation including random vertical/horizontal flipping
and RGB channel shuffling was adopted.

5.29. XY - Track 1

The winner of the 2022 NTIRE Stereo Image SR Chal-
lenge [1] (NAFSSR [29]) achieved remarkable SR results.
However, it still has a limitation that the physical charac-
teristics of stereo images are not well exploited. Previous
stereo image SR methods often assigned physical interpre-
tations to the attention maps in the PAM module, result-
ing in a better fit for the problem and utilization of the
stereo images’ characteristics. Inspired by these methods,
this team made a simple yet effective improvement to NAF-
SSR. Specifically, they added a sparse constraint to the at-
tention map in PAM. Note that, this additional constraint
does not introduce any computational burden during testing.
As shown in Fig. 32, they also replaced the 1 × 1 convolu-
tion with a combination of a 3 × 3 depth-wise convolution
and a 1 × 1 convolution to improved the performance of
the model since 1× 1 convolutions may not capture enough

Figure 32. XY: The improved Stereo Cross Attention Module
(SCAM) in Sparse NAFSSR.

spatial information.
Training Settings. During training, 40 × 100 patches

were first cropped from the images with stride of 20.
Then, RIR-NAFNet was trained for 600000 iterations on
8 GeForce RTX 3090 GPUs with a batch size of 32 using
an L1 loss and an FFT loss [48]. The gradient accumu-
lation strategy was used to enable training with such large
batches. Besides, the stochastic depth strategy [9] with a
drop rate of 0.3 was adopted to handle the over-fitting is-
sue. Random horizontal/vertical flipping and random RGB
channel shuffling were adopted for data augmentation. For
inference, the same augmentation strategies are performed
for test-times self-ensembling.



Figure 33. zzuli: The network architecture of the proposed
STSSR.

5.30. zzuli - Track 3

This team proposed a two-stage training strategy for
Stereo image Super-Resolution by using a modified Swin
Transformer (STSSR). The proposed STSSR consists of
two SwinIR branches along with stereo cross-attention
modules (SCAMs). In the first stage, images from the
two views were treated as independent images and fed into
SwinIR for training. In the second stage, SCAMs were
added after each residual Swin Transformer block (RSTB)
to enable information interaction throughout the feature ex-
traction process. Besides, the whole network was fine-tuned
to fuse information between the left and right views. Ex-
periments show that the second stage introduced a 0.2 dB
PSNR improvement.
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